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Application 
Number 

Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s) 

39734272 Approved Visit Family 

40097372 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40298962 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

40320862 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant, or lack thereof 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

40361852 Approved Visit Friend 

40423632 Approved Visit Family 

40468442 Approved Study 

40471072 Approved Visit (Education) 

40477182 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40492852 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40512942 Approved Visit Family 

40513172 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence of personal finances provided is deemed insufficient or 
incomplete 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant, or lack thereof 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40579752 Approved Visit (Education) 
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40580782 Approved Visit Family 

40582352 Approved Visit Family 

40584242 Approved Visit Family 

40659022 Approved Study 

40679132 Approved Visit (Education) 

40679982 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40680082 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40696722 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

40699072 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40699802 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40730262 Approved Visit (Education) 

40746382 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted 
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40768062 Approved Business 

40801232 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted 
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OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40808942 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40839982 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40842352 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40849222 Approved Visit (Education) 

40856752 Approved Study 

40862072 Approved Visit Family 

40871542 Approved Visit (Education) 

40875872 Approved Employment 

40876682 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40903062 Approved Tournament B/O 

40912652 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant or lack thereof.  
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40924182 Approved Visit Family 

40924412 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40924712 Approved Visit (Education) 

40924952 Refused *F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

40927212 Approved Visit (Education) 

40932052 Approved Visit (Education) 
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40932682 Approved Visit Friend 

40937112 Approved Visit (Education) 

40938352 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40938932 Approved Visit (Education) 

40942392 Approved Study 

40946742 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40948152 Approved Visit (Education) 

40961292 Approved Visit (Education) 

40963292 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40963582 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

40978482 Approved Visit (Education) 

40994192 Approved Visit (Education) 

41020192 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41021532 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted 
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant or lack thereof 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41026862 Approved Visit Friend 

41028712 Approved Visit (Education) 

41038962 Approved Visit (Education) 

41051462 Approved Visit Family 

41053662 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41054002 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41054482 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41055062 Approved Visit Family 

41055162 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41056012 Approved Study 

41058302 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41058412 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41058442 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41060922 Approved Visit (Tourist) 
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41062982 Approved Visit Family 

41066142 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41073472 Approved Visit Friend 

41074402 Approved Visit (Education) 

41074742 Approved Visit (Education) 

41076362 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41077132 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41079832 Approved Visit Family 

41082432 Approved Visit (Education) 

41089682 Approved Visit Family 

41090522 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41095062 Approved Study 

41096912 Approved Study 

41099132 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41106702 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41112712 Approved Employment 

41113942 Approved Join Spouse 

41114502 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41121962 Approved Study 

41128072 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41137132 Approved Visit (Education) 

41143132 Approved Visit Friend 

41144032 Approved Visit Friend 

41160782 Approved Visit (Education) 

41166242 Approved Visit (Education) 

41178482 Approved Join Spouse 

41179462 Approved Join Parent 

41180912 Approved Event 

41183812 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41205872 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41208982 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41226022 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41230112 Approved Visit (Education) 

41230172 Approved Visit (Education) 

41230642 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41231382 Approved Visit (Education) 

41231742 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41232352 Approved Visit (Education) 
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41243952 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41254982 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41256392 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41262392 Approved Visit (Education) 

41262582 Approved Visit Friend 

41263352 Approved Visit (Education) 

41281702 Approved Visit (Education) 

41283342 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

41292812 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41304492 Approved Visit (Education) 

41305902 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41307802 Approved Employment 

41338732 Approved Visit Family 

41347032 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant, or lack thereof 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41351052 Approved Visit (Education) 

41351082 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41352092 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41353842 Approved Visit (Education) 

41354982 Approved Visit (Education) 

41354992 Approved Employment 

41355862 Approved Employment 

41361162 Approved Visit (Education) 

41366552 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41366752 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41377182 Approved Visit (Education) 

41377492 Approved Study 

41380882 Approved Employment 
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41381192 Approved Visit (Education) 

41381222 Approved Study 

41384522 Approved Visit 

41384802 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence of personal finances provided is deemed insufficient or 
incomplete 
ID:- Documents provided not translated 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

41386722 Approved Visit Family 

41386912 Approved Visit Family 

41387082 Approved Visit Family 

41387602 Approved Visit Family 

41399872 Approved Visit Family 

41401552 Approved Conference 

41403812 Approved Visit (Education) 

41405402 Approved Visit Family 

41406502 Approved Visit (Education) 

41415722 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41415802 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41427182 Approved Visit (Education) 

41427242 Approved Visit (Education) 

41431642 Approved Visit (Education) 

41432022 Approved Event 

41432072 Approved Visit (Education) 

41432372 Approved Visit (Education) 

41432732 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41432892 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41432902 Approved Visit (Education) 

41433012 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41433412 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41434392 Approved Visit (Education) 

41437632 Approved Visit Family 

41438142 Approved Visit Family 
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41448112 Approved Employment 

41453192 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds 
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources 
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown 
 

41456572 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41456592 Approved Visit (Education) 

41457332 Approved Employment 

41465442 Approved Visit Family 

41478212 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41479012 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient 
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
ID:- Authenticity of documents 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay 
 

41480912 Approved Visit Family 

41486192 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41487722 Approved Employment 

41491272 Refused F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41491732 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
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following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41492022 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41493822 Approved Employment 

41502392 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 
IH:- Immigration history of applicant or lack thereof. 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41502432 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41503392 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete 
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie 
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic 
or professional ties in home country shown 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
 

41504252 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41504962 Approved Employment 

41505802 Approved Employment 

41510662 Approved Business 

41512272 Approved Visit (Education) 

41513272 Approved Employment 

41514072 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41514802 Approved Business 

41515522 Approved Join Spouse 

41515962 Approved Visit Family 

41517302 Approved Visit (Education) 

41519062 Approved Join Parent 
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41519602 Approved Conference 

41520762 Approved Conference 

41521992 Approved Conference 

41522012 Approved Visit Family 

41522552 Approved Conference 

41524832 Approved Visit (Education) 

41526412 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41542122 Approved Visit (Education) 

41544382 Approved Visit (Education) 

41544912 Approved Business 

41545862 Approved Business 

41569252 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41569942 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41570572 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41571932 Approved Visit (Education) 

41573002 Approved Conference 

41574432 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41574952 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41581782 Approved Visit Friend 

41581972 Approved Visit (Education) 

41583642 Approved Join Spouse 

41584272 Approved Visit Family 

41584482 Approved Visit (Education) 

41584782 Approved Visit Friend 

41585062 Approved Join Parent 

41585202 Approved Employment 

41596482 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient 
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit. 
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the 
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been 
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State 
following your visit. 
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. 
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds 
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources 
 

41600802 Approved Visit (Education) 

41600922 Approved Visit (Education) 

41600952 Approved Visit (Education) 

41612162 Approved Spouse of Irish Citizen 

41623242 Approved Business 
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41624312 Approved Business 

41629102 Approved Conference 

41629382 Approved Business 

41632982 Approved Business 

41634022 Approved Join Spouse 

41638572 Approved Visit (Tourist) 

41652362 Approved Employment 

41658392 Approved Join Parent 

41670312 Approved Visit (Education) 

41674932 Approved Business 

41691232 Approved Conference 

41700662 Approved Business 

41700832 Approved Business 

41727112 Approved Training 

41738802 Approved Training 

41821442 Approved Visit (Education) 
 

 


